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THE WORLD’S TOP FIRMS OF 2023 ARE RECOGNISED IN PRESTIGIOUS AWARDS 

The M&A Today Global Awards 2023 winners 

 

20th April, 2023. 

Despite a tumultuous global economic landscape, the winners of this year's M&A Today Global 

Awards have managed to surge ahead and break boundaries. It is an impressive feat that merits 

grateful appreciation - our business leaders and visionaries exemplify fantastic achievements in spite 

of extraordinary challenges. 

The M&A Today Global Awards are an ambitious endeavour, with the goal of recognizing and 

celebrating those who excel on a global scale. Through highlighting success stories that reach over 

538,000 CEOs, CFOs and other professionals in 163 countries worldwide, these awards provide 

inspiring role models for others to learn from - as well as insightful knowledge about firms leading 

their industries across multiple domains. By bringing successful ventures into focus each year 

through this program of recognition and celebration the M&A Today Global Awards strives to bring 

out excellence among its readership base everywhere. 

The M&A Today Global Awards have been honouring the world's most exemplary organisations for 

years, and this year’s winners are no exception. A meticulous selection process involves evaluating a 

wide array of criteria to ensure that only truly deserving recipients are recognised - setting an 

industry benchmark for distinction and excellence across multiple fields. 

Complexity: Winning firms must consistently showcase their expertise in tackling intricate projects 

with unrivalled excellence. By going above and beyond expectations, they will demonstrate the 

calibre of work that earns acclaim from top industry professionals. 

Strategy: By diligently executing their strategic vision, many organisations have been able to produce 

remarkable changes in their industries - whether they be local or spanning the globe. Such successes 

are worthy of celebration and admiration. 



Innovation: Revolutionizing operations to inject unprecedented value into client projects, your teams 

push boundaries and produce exceptional results. 

The M&A Today Global awards program is a highly selective recognition, forging an exclusive union of 

the industry's most stellar organisations. Each contestant must adhere to exacting criteria 

determined by both self-submission and nomination from third parties, after which they are worthy 

candidates for evaluation under the keen eye of specialised judges picked for their field’s insight. 

Subsequently opened to readership vote with its own unique analytical methodology determining 

winners in each category - those selected will be celebrated as emblematic examples of excellence 

among peers. 

Amidst unprecedented hardship, businesses have responded admirably armed with resilience and 

creativity. Editor in Chief Richard Baker celebrates these exemplary organisations who persevered 

through the challenges of 2020 - pushing boundaries to best serve their customers and earning full 

operational success by utilizing new technologies. 
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Company Information  

EMG Publishing Limited is a world-renowned publishing house, producing some of the globe’s most 

coveted award programs. Known for recognising and celebrating excellence, the firm’s readership 

covers 163 countries across six continents. Leading firms and professionals are celebrated for their 

accomplishments within their respective fields and presented as examples to their peers. Each of 

EMG Publishing’s award programs comprises a unique, proprietary selection process and ranking 

method. Only the worthiest winners are chosen, based on their domestic and international work, 

according to a comprehensive set of criteria. Judging processes focus strongly on the complexity and 

strategic significance of work conducted, underlining the importance of the recognition each winner 

is receiving as an organisation, firm or individual.  

EMG Publishing Limited aims to provide a benchmark of the very best industry leaders, exemplary 

teams and distinguished organisations. With a focus on recognising strategy and innovation through 

its award programs, EMG seeks to drive entrepreneurial spirit and continual improvement, for the 

benefit of organisations and their clients across the globe. 

http://www.emgpublishinggroup.com/

